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As any event marketer will tell you, 
data is everything. Marketing events 
can require large budgets, and it’s 
critical to have the numbers on hand 
to support these investments and 
prove value to your larger marketing 
team and executives.

While most marketing teams realize the 
need for detailed event ROI and data, 
it is often frustrating to glean this kind 
of information from event marketing 
activities. Without a clear understanding 
of how engagement translates into hard 
data for in-person and virtual events, 
measuring the ROI and success of an 
event can be more of a guessing game 
than anything else. 

THE MOST 
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TOOLS
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Event marketers are quickly waking up to the fact that uncovering data and metrics to glean 
actionable insights from marketing events doesn’t have to be an uphill battle – but it does 
have to be planned out. Therefore, an event marketing data toolbox is critical for agile event 
marketing teams to scale and be prepared for every marketing event they have planned.

It’s impossible – and improbable – to start from the beginning with every single event you 
host. But, with an event marketing data toolbox, your team can feel confident that every 
event you plan and execute will have a robust component of data and metrics that can 
help measure success. This ensures your team has the information needed to make more 

strategic planning decisions in the future.

THE IMPORTANCE OF AN EVENT 
MARKETING DATA TOOLBOX
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Pre-event, your team is hard at work driving registrations and advertising 
your event across multiple platforms and channels. With so many moving 
pieces, keeping tabs on your registration data can be tricky. Having an 
event registration tool in your corner allows your team to track new 
registrations as soon as they come in from any source.

Additional insights may include:

—  A detailed breakdown of registration channels to see which channel  
      brought in the most registrations to help inform promotional activities      
      in the future.

—  Automatic alerts for sales partners when a new registrant engages 
      with any event-related or on-site content.

—  Custom landing page forms to capture the correct data about 
      your event registrants right from the source, giving you deeper 
      insights into your registration population.

Here is a comprehensive list of data tools for your event 
marketing team’s toolbox.
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REGISTRATION INSIGHTS
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During an event, event marketing teams are often focused solely on ensuring the event runs as 
smoothly as possible, which leaves little room for sitting there to watch attendee counts or keep 
tabs on in-person engagement at a conference. Tracking attendee data in your toolkit gives your 
team more fl exibility while running events without worrying about having access to these detailed 
metrics on the back end.

Look for some of the following features when deciding on an attendee data tracking tool:

—  Ongoing virtual attendee engagement tracking shows every activity an attendee makes 
      during an event, from registration to log-in to engagement.

         —  Consolidation of all meeting tools, CRM platforms, webinar 
                                                       solutions, and more for a unifi ed view of all meeting attendee 
                                                       data and information.

          —  A streamlined process of gathering attendee data for
                 in-person events, designed and understood by both 
       marketing and sales team members in collaboration.

ATTENDEE DATA
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          —
                 in-person events, designed and understood by both 
       marketing and sales team members in collaboration.

          —
                 in-person events, designed and understood by both 
       marketing and sales team members in collaboration.
                 in-person events, designed and understood by both 
       marketing and sales team members in collaboration.
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A huge part of understanding the total value of a marketing event is calculating the 
conversions at key points throughout an event lifecycle. One reason that marketing 
events have so much budget power behind them is that they work to drive new business, 
move deals along the pipeline, and even close new revenue. Therefore, your comprehensive 
event marketing data toolbox should have the proper functionality in place to visualize 
conversions at every single step of the event (and prospect) lifecycle, including:

—  PROMOTION REGISTRATION: the number of people your team marketed the event 
      to/invited to your event vs. the registered number.

—  REGISTRATION ATTENDEE: the number of people who registered for your event vs. 
      the people who attended.

—  ATTENDEE ENGAGED ATTENDEE: the number of people who attended your event vs. 
      the number of people who engaged with your team (either virtually or in-person) 
      during the event.

—  ENGAGED ATTENDEE PROSPECT: the number of engaged attendees vs. those 
      attendees who meet your new sales prospect qualifi cations to become a 
      viable prospect.

—  PROSPECT QUALIFIED LEAD: viable prospects from an event vs. those 
      who move through the sales funnel to become a lead.

—  QUALIFIED LEAD OPPORTUNITY: qualifi ed sales leads vs. leads that 
      are nurtured and fl agged as opportunities by your sales team.

—  OPPORTUNITY REVENUE: opportunities vs. new business that is 
      closed and associated with a revenue number.

CONVERSION DATA
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Before, during, and after an event, understanding budget data is critical for event marketing 
success. However, building event budgets can be tricky, especially when accounting for 
unforeseen expenses and balancing budget expectations with ROI expectations. By tracking 
your budget items in the same data platform as your other event data, your team can 
automatically connect things like registration, attendee, and event revenue numbers to 
your budget for a look at ROI in real-time.

Here are several other budget considerations to take into account when building your 
event marketing data toolkit:

—  Event budgets can go through several iterations, and multiple budgets should be tracked and 
      measured. Make sure you’re tracking your planned budget, your actual budget (with contingency   
      items), and your paid budget for a full view of exactly how much is being spent.

                 —   One of the most challenging and confusing parts of any 
                                                                      event marketing strategy is managing vendor payments 
                                                                      and invoices. Managing all of these payments through the  
                                                                      same platform as your budget tracking can help keep things 
                                                                      straight and ensure your team stays on top of vendor payments.

               —   Budgeting is one place where event marketing teams 
                                                                              may need to collaborate in detail with other teams outside 
                                                                              their department, including fi nance and accounting. It’s 
                         a good idea for these external stakeholders to either have 
                                                                              access to your budgeting tools for visibility or for your team 
                                                                              to be able to export the correct data for these stakeholders 
                                                                              on an on-demand basis.

BUDGET DATA
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Often, the collaboration between event marketers and sales teams can be tenuous at 
best. While event marketers work to plan and execute fl awless prospecting or nurturing 
events, it is often up to sales teams to pick up these leads and move them through the 
sales funnel. With so much ROI data connected to these sales conversation outcomes, 
there must be some visibility between sales activities and the prospecting achieved by 
marketing events. As you’re building your event marketing data toolbox, here are a few 
requirements to keep in mind:

—  Salespeople need as much information as they can get their hands on, and event 
      marketers can make it easy for them to follow up with leads by gathering prospect 
      data, interests, buyer personas, and engagement information and automatically 
      adding this data to a prospect record in a CRM system.

—  Your event marketing data solution should be able to send immediate engagement 
      alerts to salespeople when a prospect reaches out or takes action before, during, 
      or after an event.

—  Sales results and analytics are really where other corporate stakeholders, 
      including executives, start to take a keen interest in event marketing 
      activities. That’s why translating sales events into CRM dashboards, 
      reports, and updates is vital for driving visibility into event 
      marketing success.

SALES ANALYTICS
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At the heart of any event marketing data tracking is uncovering ROI, or the return on the 
investment, of an event. Every single data point listed above works towards measuring 
and tracking ongoing ROI numbers for event marketers and team leaders. Additionally, 
event marketers can build a holistic view of event marketing success across various events 
and event channels with multiple data points working together.

Here are three fi nal ROI data tracking considerations to be aware of:

—  ROI calculations can change constantly, and tracking ROI metrics against total budget in 
      real-time can build a live picture of event success.

—   Event marketers can show even more value by breaking down ROI status at every point in 
       a prospect lifecycle, especially between marketing and sales handoffs.

               —  Every stakeholder in your organization will want to see 
                       different breakdowns of ROI numbers, so being able to 
            fi lter and highlight various areas of ROI success is key 
            to sharing with teams, departments, and executives.

ROI CALCULATIONS
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With the event marketing data tracking features listed 

above, your team can build a holistic view into your event 

marketing activities, create a seamless internal process 

for managing and nurturing leads, and give stakeholders 

visibility into the success of event marketing activities. In 

addition, building an event marketing data toolbox gives 

event marketers the fl exibility and scalability to make 

every event – both in-person and virtual – a success. 

With advanced budgeting capabilities, tight 

integrations with most common event and 

marketing technology solutions, and rich ROI 

visualizations, Circa can serve as your event 

marketing data toolbox.

WHAT’S IN YOUR 
EVENT MARKETING 
DATA TOOLBOX?

For more info visit

circa.co
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